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Jazzy 
Tuned to Your Beat
A slim build heightens Jazzy's modern styling.  
The collection includes dining-, cafe- and bar-height 
designs. With a vast range of finish options, Jazzy  
can look as groovy or mellow as you wish. Choose  
from 76 Spectone finishes or chrome for the frame,  
and for the contoured shell, select a stain or go with 
matching or contrasting laminate.





Docker caters to creative minds that love working  
together. Casual yet stylish, this collaborative table  
combines solid wood and metal to create a beautiful  
A-shape base. Available with or without casters,  
Docker scales up or down to fit any space. 

Docker
Stepping Up to the Task

When power is specified, Docker neatly 
conceals wires and cables in its leg.







Askew
Contemporary Meets Functional
With a thin-profile base, Askew’s contemporary 
design adds function to meeting spaces and 
boardrooms. The name comes from a unique base 
shape that skews outward, creating a sense of 
space with its open design. Askew is available in  
a variety of large-scale lengths and widths.





The residential look of the Tailor HD Lounge collection 
creates stunning environments while addressing the 
requirements of Behavioral Health settings. Available in one-, 
two- and three-seat designs—as well as bariatric models—
this series comes standard with a wall-saving frame, while 
the unique polyurethane roto-molded base ensures durability 
and cleanability in tough environments. 

Tailor HD
Residential Feel, Sturdy Frame





Sleek and sophisticated, Calvin HD’s streamlined 
design creates an attractive silhouette in any tough 
public seating area. With a separate seat and back, 
the 21" wide chair is dynamic load tested to exceed 
500 lbs, while the bariatric model can support more 
than 750 lbs, making Calvin HD a terrific addition to 
Spec's lineup of Behavioral Health products. 

Calvin HD
Heavy Duty Build that  
Doesn't Sacrifice Style
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Get your Spec extension for free from  
Configura's Marketplace! 

Our entire seating and table offering is 
available with one easy click. The extension 
layout is unique, and pricing updates are done 
in real time to help you tweak an order to fit 
both your budget and your space. We have a 
whole team dedicated to serving you better,  
so get in touch with us to learn more.

CET Designer
Get the Spec Extension!
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